
pr ac tic al suggestions for communic ations professionals

1.      Manage your page’s category and subcategory. This will help ensure that it comes up in relevant searches 
and link to appropriate community pages.

2.     Act as your Page or as your Personal Profile. The default settings for your page is, “Always comment and post 
on your Page [name of page].” Switch back and forth between identities by going to Account > Use Facebook As 
[name of individual or name of page]. This is helpful for when speaking on behalf of your client or company.

3.     Understand what mobile information is made public. From an individual account, view the phone numbers 
of all your Contacts who have listed their mobile phone, either on their profile or via mobile access to Facebook, 
or whom you’ve synched up with your own mobile contacts. If you do not wish to have your number made 
available on Facebook, even to your “friends,” go to Account Privacy Settings and make sure your Mobile 
settings are set to “Only Me.” You may also need to disable the feature from your mobile phone, as well as 
remove Facebook contacts automatically imported to/from your phone.

4.     Display relevant content. By default the new newsfeed sorts “highlighted content” first – meaning you, your 
fans, and friends may not be seeing timely updates. You can change the newsfeed view to “recent stories first” 
by clicking the sort drop down located at the top of your feed. (Note: You may have to do this each time you 
login as sometimes the newsfeed reverts back to the default.) If your newsfeed is still too cluttered or your not 
seeing the content your interested in, you may decided to subscribe to or unsubscribe from individual user and/
or friend feeds. You can also few feed content based on the Lists.

5.     Decide how you will send and receive messages. in addition to the new messenger app for mobile, 
facebook offers a variety of ways to receive communication from connections, via: SMS, chat, email, 
Facebook Messages, or Facebook email address. High-volume users now have the option to receive an email 
briefing with links to new messages rather than receiving individual notifications.

6.     Award customers who checked-in via Places. Originally only available in the U.S., Deals has since expanded 
to include other countries such as Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the UK. Now, you can find and 
provide deals near you and share them with friends and followers.

7.     Explore Insights and Analytics. “Likes” and “Fans” are two ways to judge the success of a page or initiatives, 
but they are not the only metrics available. The Insights dashboard of your page will show you the impressions 
and demographics of visitors, overall audience engagement, number of friends of fans, and interactions with 
your posts, among other new and evolving Insight metrics.

8.     Think security. If you do not see HTTPS in front of your Facebook URL then your session is not secure and your 
account is vulnerable to attack from hackers. Go to the Security section of your Account Settings and enable 
Secure Browsing. 

9.     Integrate mobile apps into your activities. New Facebook apps are being expanded to support more mobile 
devices, including most recently the iPad. Thus, you will need to create content that has a broader appeal and 
calls to action appropriate for both the platform and the mobile app(s).

10.  Tag friends and followers. Answer specific questions/people in long threads, tag individuals to let them know 
of their status as contest winners, or field customer inquiries, etc. You can even tag brands and pages in photos 
for personal product placement. Comments and tags can be integrated into ads via Sponsored Stories when 
they refer to a business or when left on its page. So be mindful of what is being said about your company and 
what you are saying about the businesses you friend or follow.

focus: 
Facebook Features (November 2011)

bottom liNe: Facebook is constantly rolling out new changes for users 
and businesses with the idea that people will become more connected to each other 
and the platform. communications professionals need to stay informed to ensure that 
they are deriving maximum benefits from their pages and activities.

For a free consultation call 866.330.2768 or visit burrellesluce.com/facebooktp
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